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Matched
Traces the history of the struggle of women to achieve equality in American
colleges from Colonial times to the present

Neva
The author helps readers train their brains to think more creatively and
positively--especially in the face of setbacks.acks.

Guardian of the Dead
I've learned that surviving isn't all it's cracked up to be. NOW: Icie's parents gave
her $10,000 in cash, a map of a top-secret bunker, and instructions to get there by
any means necessary. They have news of an imminent viral attack and know that
the bunker is Icie's only hope for survival. She and three other teens live locked
away for months, not knowing what's happening in the outside world or who has
survived. Then one day, Icie discovers a shocking secret deep in the bunker. Are
they really safe there after all? THEN: Generations in the future, the world has
changed, and a mysterious cult worships the very mountain where Icie's secret
bunker was built. The people never leave the mountain, they're ruled by Beckett, a
teenagerand they have surprising ties to Icie. Icie and Beckett must both fight to
survive while protecting a secret that could destroy their civilizations. This highstakes, original, and thought-provoking adventure follows two unlikely heroes,
hundreds of years apart.

Virtual Justice
Fourteen year old Chase is pretty sure that visiting her grandmother is going be
the most boring holiday ever, even if they are going to a tropical island. But Chase
doesn't know that the island is about to come under attack. Soon Chase will trying
to save the entire island in the most exciting (and most dangerous!) holiday of her
life.
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History of the University of North Carolina: From 1868 to 1912
Cassia has always trusted the Society to make the right choices for her: what to
read, what to watch, what to believe. So when Xander's face appears on-screen at
her Matching ceremony, Cassia knows with complete certainty that he is her ideal
mate . . . until she sees Ky Markham's face flash for an instant before the screen
fades to black. The Society tells her it's a glitch, a rare malfunction, and that she
should focus on the happy life she's destined to lead with Xander. But Cassia can't
stop thinking about Ky, and as they slowly fall in love, Cassia begins to doubt the
Society's infallibility and is faced with an impossible choice: between Xander and
Ky, between the only life she's known and a path that no one else has dared to
follow. Look for CROSSED, the sequel to MATCHED, in Fall 2011! Watch a Video

Everything Is Figureoutable
Simon Huntington (1583-1633) was born in England (perhaps in Hempstead). He
married twice, and immigrated in 1633 with his second wife, Margaret Huntington,
to Roxbury, Massachusetts. He died at sea, and she married Thomas Stoughton in
1635/1636 and settled in Windsor, Connecticut. Descendants and relatives lived in
New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Washington, California and elsewhere.

Inheritors of the Earth
In the only creative writing book to use NLP techniques, published writer Bekki Hill
helps you to improve your narratives through the power of NLP. The focused, goalorientated learning in this unique guide outlines step by step the different ways in
which NLP can be used to develop a better mastery of character, plot and story by
connecting emotionally with the reader.

Eye of the Moon
After surviving a kidnapping attempt in the Maldives, Chase and Mackenzie are off
to the Ice Hotel in Iceland! What could go wrong there? But as soon as they arrive,
accidents start to occur that seem targeted to scare - or worse, seriously hurt - the
guests. When a body shows up frozen in an ice bed, it's up to the two girls to figure
out who is behind the attacks before anyone else gets hurt!

Dark Parties
After the loss of her husband, Michelle Mann went searching for meaning and
found the tarot. In London specifically, she began discovering the answers she so
soundly sought and eventually created Gold Lotus. The Gold Lotus Oracle Deck is
multifaceted in that the deck can be used alone for guidance, in readings for
others, or included in healing practices. Gold Lotus Oracle Book is a guidebook that
accompanies the oracle deck. This guide contains crystal vibrations, numerology,
yoga poses, meditations, and affirmations that vibrate with each card, making this
deck and book an invaluable healing tool for yourself or others. Used together, the
book and deck are powerful instruments for healing and enlightenment. The
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process of using these cards is a comforting ritual. The cards are an instant focus
to inspire you for the day or to ask questions about events that you are
experiencing. Sit in a relaxing spot to find clarity. Take a few deep breaths, and ask
in that moment, What do I need right now? We all have the gift of intuition; the key
is quieting the mind and listening to your heart and soul.

A Beginner's Guide to the Path of Ascension
Last spring, Nikki Beckett vanished, sucked into an underworld known as the
Everneath, where immortals Feed on the emotions of despairing humans. Now
she's returned- to her old life, her family, her friends- before being banished back
to the underworld this time forever. She has six months before the Everneath
comes to claim her, six months for good-byes she can't find the words for, six
months to find redemption, if it exists. Nikki longs to spend these months
reconnecting with her boyfriend, Jack, the one person she loves more than
anything. But there's a problem: Cole, the smoldering immortal who first enticed
her to the Everneath, has followed Nikki to the mortal world. And he'll do whatever
it takes to bring her back- this time as his queen. As Nikki's time grows short and
her relationships begin slipping from her grasp, she's forced to make the hardest
decision of her life: find a way to cheat fate and remain on the Surface with Jack or
return to the Everneath and become Cole's

Come, Thou Tortoise
The stories of Russian educated women, peasants, prisoners, workers, wives, and
mothers of the 1920s and 1930s show how work, marriage, family, religion, and
even patriotism helped sustain them during harsh times. The Russian Revolution
launched an eco-nomic and social upheaval that released peasant women from the
control of traditional extended families. It promised urban women equality and
created opportunities for employment and higher education. Yet, the revolution did
little to eliminate Russian patriarchal culture, which continued to undermine
women's social, sexual, eco-nomic, and political conditions. Divorce and abortion
became more widespread, but birth control remained limited, and sexual liberation
meant greater freedom for men than for women. The transformations that women
needed to gain true equality were postponed by the pov-erty of the new state and
the political agendas of leaders like Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin.

Sexual Security
The Nightjar by Deborah Hewitt is a stunning contemporary fantasy debut about
another London, a magical world hidden behind the bustling modern city we know.
Alice Wyndham has been plagued by visions of birds her whole lifeuntil the
mysterious Crowley reveals that Alice is an ‘aviarist’: capable of seeing nightjars,
magical birds that guard human souls. When her best friend is hit by a car, only
Alice can find and save her nightjar. With Crowley’s help, Alice travels to the
Rookery, a hidden, magical alternate London to hone her newfound talents. But a
faction intent on annihilating magic users will stop at nothing to destroy the new
aviarist. And is Crowley really working with her, or against her? Alice must risk
everything to save her best friend—and uncover the strange truth about herself. At
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the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Secrets and Spies
Human activity has irreversibly changed the natural environment. But the news
isn't all bad. It's accepted wisdom today that human beings have permanently
damaged the natural world, causing extinction, deforestation, pollution, and of
course climate change. But in Inheritors of the Earth, biologist Chris Thomas shows
that this obscures a more hopeful truth -- we're also helping nature grow and
change. Human cities and mass agriculture have created new places for
enterprising animals and plants to live, and our activities have stimulated
evolutionary change in virtually every population of living species. Most
remarkably, Thomas shows, humans may well have raised the rate at which new
species are formed to the highest level in the history of our planet. Drawing on the
success stories of diverse species, from the ochre-colored comma butterfly to the
New Zealand pukeko, Thomas overturns the accepted story of declining
biodiversity on Earth. In so doing, he questions why we resist new forms of life, and
why we see ourselves as unnatural. Ultimately, he suggests that if life on Earth can
recover from the asteroid that killed off the dinosaurs, it can survive the
onslaughts of the technological age. This eye-opening book is a profound
reexamination of the relationship between humanity and the natural world.

The Nightjar
Maddie lives in a world where everything is done on the computer. Whether it’s to
go to school or on a date, people don’t venture out of their home. There’s really no
need. For the most part, Maddie’s okay with the solitary, digital life—until she
meets Justin. Justin likes being with people. He enjoys the physical closeness of
face-to-face interactions. People aren’t meant to be alone, he tells her. Suddenly,
Maddie feels something awakening inside her—a feeling that maybe there is a
different, better way to live. But with society and her parents telling her otherwise,
Maddie is going to have to learn to stand up for herself if she wants to change the
path her life is taking. In this not-so-brave new world, two young people struggle to
carve out their own space. This ebook includes a sample chapter of MIDDLE
GROUND.

Fundamentals of Graphic Language
Trix wasn't expecting to develop magical powers when she turned ten, but it was
definitely her best, if most surprising, birthday present! Now she's taking witching
lessons and has an invisible kitten of her very own - but how can she keep it all a
secret from her best friend, Holly?

Unzipped
Wanted: Dating coach to help hot nerd win back the woman of his dreams Picture
this - I’m ready to win back the love of my life, and I’m going big this time. We’re
talking boom box, sing her name in the rain, let the whole damn neighborhood
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know I'm good and ready this time around. After all, if you're going to grand
gesture the ever-loving hell out of a second chance, you need to pull out all the
stops. There’s only one little problem. My college girlfriend isn't the one who shows
up when I play my "I'll do anything to win you back" tune. The woman who flings
open the second-floor window tells me my ex doesn’t live here anymore. But she'll
help me win her back. Anything for romance, anything for a guy so willing to go big
for love. And that's what I want at first. Until I get to know my new “romance
coach” and discover she’s funny, clever, and keeps me on my toes. And boy, do I
ever need that. Now I don't want to win anyone else’s heart. I want the woman
who's been helping me all along. Trouble is - she thinks I'm in love with someone
else, and when we take off on a road trip, everything I think I know about women is
about to be unzipped and turned inside out. *Unzipped is a standalone spinoff in
the Lucky in Love series of standalones*

Chasing Danger 1: Chasing Danger
Americans have long believed that the private lives of their politicians are
important indicators of their fitness to lead and of their ability to defend and
uphold American values. For many, a sex scandal renders a person ineligible, or at
the very least questionably qualified, for public service. In Compromising Positions,
Leslie Dorrough Smith questions the assumption that sex scandals are really about
sex-- that is, that they are primarily concerned with the discovery of sexual
misconduct. She argues that they are, instead, a form of cultural storytelling that
uses racial and gendered symbols to create a collective sense of national worth
and strength. Smith shows that sex scandals involve the use of four very powerful
social tools--gender, race, politics, and religion-- that together create a rhetoric
about what America is, who is eligible to formally represent it, and what types of
symbolic religiosity such leaders must display to legitimize their power. Americans
tend to condemn or excuse the sexual misdeeds of their politicians depending on
the degree to which the individual in question reinforces evangelical
interpretations of "American values" and a "Christian nation." Such values include
not just moral integrity, but strength, courage, and conquest. As a consequence,
sex scandals are less likely to occur in cultural moments when the public is open to
reading a politician's moral lapse as a symbolic form of national dominance. Put
simply, when a leader is perceived as strong, domineering, and necessary for
national health, many people will find ways either to overlook his illicit sexual
behavior or somehow read it as an American act.

Mystery at the Ice Hotel
Genre studies and genre approaches to literacy instruction continue to develop in
many regions and from a widening variety of approaches. Genre has provided a
key to understanding the varying literacy cultures of regions, disciplines,
professions, and educational settings. GENRE IN A CHANGING WORLD provides a
wide-ranging sampler of the remarkable variety of current work. The twenty-four
chapters in this volume, reflecting the work of scholars in Europe, Australasia, and
North and South America, were selected from the over 400 presentations at SIGET
IV (the Fourth International Symposium on Genre Studies) held on the campus of
UNISUL in Tubarao, Santa Catarina, Brazil in August 2007-the largest gathering on
genre to that date. The chapters also represent a wide variety of approaches,
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including rhetoric, Systemic Functional Linguistics, media and critical cultural
studies, sociology, phenomenology, enunciation theory, the Geneva school of
educational sequences, cognitive psychology, relevance theory, sociocultural
psychology, activity theory, Gestalt psychology, and schema theory. Sections are
devoted to theoretical issues, studies of genres in the professions, studies of genre
and media, teaching and learning genre, and writing across the curriculum. The
broad selection of material in this volume displays the full range of contemporary
genre studies and sets the ground for a next generation of work. Contributors
include John M. Swales, Paul Prior, Maria Antonia Coutinho, Florencia Miranda,
Fabio Jose Rauen, Cristiane Fuzer, Nina Celia Barros, Leonardo Mozdzenski,
Kimberly K. Emmons, Natasha Artemeva. Anthony Pare, Doreen Starke-Meyerring,
Lynn McAlpine, Adair Bonini, Rui Ramos, Helen Caple, Debora de Carvalho
Figueiredo, Charles Bazerman, Roxane Helena Rodrigues Rojo, Desiree Motta-Roth,
Amy Devitt, Maria Marta Furlanetto, Salla Lahdesmaki, David R. Russell, Mary Lea,
Jan Parker, Brian Street, Tiane Donahue, Estela Ines Moyano, Solange Aranha, and
Giovanni Parodi. PERSPECTIVES ON WRITING Series Editor, Michael Palmquist The
WAC CLEARINGHOUSE AND PARLOR PRESS

Here to Stay
Wither
People outside the church have often found Paul hard to stomach. His views on
women, sex and marriage, his failure to attack the institution of slavery, his verbal
attacks on his opponents have all come under fire. Regrettably, Paul hasn't always
fared that much better among believers, who themselves, like the apostle Peter,
sometimes wonder what to make of him. Let's face it - Paul just isn't politically
correct. Brian Dodd offers a fresh look at the somewhat enigmatic and
misunderstood Paul. With a pastor's heart and a scholar's insight, he helps us to
bridge the gap between Paul's world and our own, providing the perspective we
need to begin to make sense of Paul the man and his message. Whether you stand
outside the church looking in or whether even from the inside you struggle to make
sense of Paul in the contemporary world, The Problem with Paul will deepen your
understanding and help you to grapple with one of the New Testament's most
important authors.

Genre in a Changing World
The exhibits aren't meant to move at museums, are they? Not unless you've got a
witch with witching cough around! Trix has to ask her teacher Lulu for help after
she sneezes her way to magical mayhem in the middle of a family trip.

The Problem with Paul
After modern science turns every human into a genetic time bomb with men dying
at age twenty-five and women dying at age twenty, girls are kidnapped and
married off in order to repopulate the world.
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Wild Like the Wind
Little witch Trix gets to test her fairy godmother skills in the fifth book of this
magical series - perfect for fans of Rainbow Magic.

The Shattering
After the death of Julia's boss her life changes completely. When she thinks she has
lost everything she finds security in some unsuspecting people and places.

Ruby
Seventeen-year-old Keri likes to plan for every possibility. She knows what to do if
you break an arm, or get caught in an earthquake or fire. But she wasn't prepared
for her brother's suicide, and his death has left her shattered with grief. When her
childhood friend Janna tells her it was murder, not suicide, Keri wants to believe
her. After all, Janna's brother died under similar circumstances years ago, and
Janna insists a visiting tourist, Sione, who also lost a brother to apparent suicide
that year, has helped her find some answers. As the three dig deeper, disturbing
facts begin to pile up: one boy killed every year; all older brothers; all had spent
New Year's Eve in the idyllic town of Summerton. But when their search for the
serial killer takes an unexpected turn, suspicion is cast on those they trust the
most. As secrets shatter around them, can they save the next victim? Or will they
become victims themselves?

NLP For Writers: Teach Yourself
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world),
and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

The Witching Hour
"Eye of the Moon" is set in the 1970s aristocratic New York. When Johnny's Aunt
Alice died mysteriously, he and Percy were kept in the dark. Twenty years later,
the two investigate what really happened, becoming ensnared in a web of mystery,
Egyptian occultism, sumptuous elegance, and intrigue, where nothing and no one
is what they seem.
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Ancestors of American Presidents
Awaken
After surviving a kidnapping attempt in the Maldives, Chase and Mackenzie are off
to Iceland! Surely nothing will go wrong there? But as soon as they arrive,
accidents begin to occur. When a body shows up frozen in an ice bed in their hotel,
it's up to the two girls to figure out who is behind the attacks before anyone else
gets hurt!

Free
In the Company of Educated Women
The brother known as Hound has a reputation. He’s all about cracking heads,
having a good time, and when the Chaos Motorcycle Club needs someone to do the
tough job, they call on him. But Hound has a secret. He fell in love with a woman
years ago. She’s untouchable. Unattainable. And even when her status changes,
for Hound, it remains the same. Keely Black had it all early and lost it all not long
after. Thrown into an abyss of loss and grief, she’s faced a life of raising two sons
alone and battling the rage at all that had been ripped from them. And why. Words
spoken in anger open Hound’s and Keely’s eyes. For Hound, he sees he’s wasted
his life loving the wrong woman. Keely sees she’s wasting her life not opening
herself to the love of a good man.

Magic Trix: Museum Mayhem
Through good times, bad times and times of war, Cole “Rush” Allen grew up in the
Chaos Motorcycle Club. Along this journey, he watched his father, Tack, and his MC
brothers fight, sweat, bleed and die to steer the Club to legitimacy. And they’ve
got one more battle on their hands. A battle they have to win. But when Rush
meets the woman who put herself right in the thick of it, he knows he has to stop
at nothing to get her out. Rebel Stapleton has lost someone she loves to murder
and she’s the kind of woman who’s going to do something about it. She puts her
career on the line, and her life, to bring the man who did it to justice. That is, she
does this until Rush Allen intervenes. Chaos is at war and they’re about to face the
ultimate showdown. They’ll have to negotiate skeletons from the past, enemies
becoming allies, and loved ones in the line of fire on their ride to be… Free.

Everneath
I've lit a fuse and I'm waiting for the explosion. All her life, sixteen-year-old Neva
has lived in Homeland, completely cut off from the rest of the world. All her life,
she has been told everything beyond is an unlivable wasteland. All this time, the
government has fed her nothing but lies. Now, Neva keeps a tattered notebook
under her mattress and fills it with the names of The Missing, those who have
vanished with no explanation. Now, she and her best friend, Sanna, plan a secret
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Dark Party to recruit members for their underground rebellion. The group begins to
uncover horrifying truths. But can Neva break through the secrecy that has
shrouded her whole life? Or will she and her friends become part of The Missing?

The Book of Detroiters
A delightfully offbeat story that features an opinionated tortoise and an IQchallenged narrator who find themselves in the middle of a life-changing mystery.
Audrey (a.k.a. Oddly) Flowers is living quietly in Oregon with Winnifred, her
tortoise, when she finds out her dear father has been knocked into a coma back in
Newfoundland. Despite her fear of flying, she goes to him, but not before she
reluctantly dumps Winnifred with her unreliable friends. Poor Winnifred. When
Audrey disarms an Air Marshal en route to St. John’s we begin to realize there’s
something, well, odd about her. And we soon know that Audrey’s quest to discover
who her father really was – and reunite with Winnifred – will be an adventure like
no other. Excerpt: Winnifred is old. She might be three hundred. She came with the
apartment. The previous tenant, a rock climber named Cliff, was embarking on a
rock-climbing adventure that would not have been much fun for Winnifred. Back
then her name was Iris. Cliff had inherited Iris from the previous tenant. Nobody
knew how old Iris was or where she had come from originally. Now Cliff was
moving out. He said, Would you like a tortoise. I would not say no to a tortoise, I
said. I was alone in Portland and the trees were giant. I picked her up and she
blinked at me with her upside-down eyelids. I felt instantly calm. Her eyes were
soft brown. Her skin felt like an old elbow. I will build you a castle, I whispered.
With a pool. And I was true to my word. From the Hardcover edition.

The Huntington Family in America
Neva lebt in einer Welt, in der Zensur und Kontrolle an der Tagesordnung stehen.
Als sie mit anderen Jugendlichen gegen das Regime aufbegehrt, wird aus einer
harmlosen Wandschmiererei bitterer Ernst. Darüber hinaus empfindet sie Gefühle
für den Freund ihrer besten Freundin. Ab 12.

Half Lives
“A powerful YA novel about identity and prejudice.” —Entertainment Weekly Bijan
Majidi is: Shy around girls Really into comics Decent at basketball Bijan Majidi is
not: A terrorist What happens when a kid who’s flown under the radar for most of
high school gets pulled off the bench to make the winning basket in a varsity
playoff game? If his name is Bijan Majidi, life is suddenly high fives in the hallways
and invitations to exclusive parties—along with an anonymous photo sent by a
school cyberbully that makes Bijan look like a terrorist. The administration says
they’ll find and punish the culprit. Bijan wants to pretend it never happened. He’s
not ashamed of his Middle Eastern heritage; he just doesn’t want to be a poster
child for Islamophobia. Lots of classmates rally around Bijan. Others make it clear
they don’t want him or anybody who looks like him at their school. But it’s not
always easy to tell your enemies from your friends. Here to Stay is a painfully
honest, funny, authentic story about growing up, speaking out, and fighting
prejudice.
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Compromising Positions
Tens of millions of people today are living part of their life in a virtual world. In
places like World of Warcraft, Second Life, and Free Realms, people are making
friends, building communities, creating art, and making real money. Business is
booming on the virtual frontier, as billions of dollars are paid in exchange for pixels
on screens. But sometimes things go wrong. Virtual criminals defraud online
communities in pursuit of real-world profits. People feel cheated when their avatars
lose virtual property to wrongdoers. Increasingly, they turn to legal systems for
solutions. But when your avatar has been robbed, what law is there to assist
you?In Virtual Justice, Greg Lastowka illustrates the real legal dilemmas posed by
virtual worlds. Presenting the most recent lawsuits and controversies, he explains
how governments are responding to the chaos on the cyberspace frontier. After an
engaging overview of the history and business models of today's virtual worlds, he
explores how laws of property, jurisdiction, crime, and copyright are being adapted
to pave the path of virtual law. Virtual worlds are becoming more important to
society with each passing year. This pioneering study will be an invaluable guide to
scholars of online communities for years to come.

Resilient Russian Women in the 1920s & 1930s
"You're Ellie Spencer." I opened my mouth, just as he added, "And your eyes are
opening." Seventeen-year-old Ellie Spencer is just like any other teenager at her
boarding school. She hangs out with her best friend Kevin, she obsesses over Mark,
a cute and mysterious bad boy, and her biggest worry is her paper deadline. But
then everything changes. The news headlines are all abuzz about a local string of
serial killings that all share the same morbid trademark: the victims were
discovered with their eyes missing. Then a beautiful yet eerie woman enters Ellie's
circle of friends and develops an unhealthy fascination with Kevin, and a crazed old
man grabs Ellie in a public square and shoves a tattered Bible into her hands,
exclaiming, "You need it. It will save your soul." Soon, Ellie finds herself plunged
into a haunting world of vengeful fairies, Maori mythology, romance, betrayal, and
an epic battle for immortality.

Chasing Danger 2: Mystery at the Ice Hotel
Loving the beautiful but damaged Ruby all of his life, Ephram is torn between his
sister and a chance for a life with Ruby when the latter returns to their small
hometown and confronts the forces that traumatized her early years.

Gold Lotus Oracle Book
Three forces must come together for a planetary healing to occur The concept of
the Sacred Triangle was introduced in David Miller's first book, Connecting with the
Arcturians, which explored the fifth dimension and our relationship to higher
Extraterrestrial groups. This new book explains how the Arcturian energy melds
with that of the White Brother/Sisterhood and the Ascended Native American
Masters to bring about planetary healing. David offers the reader an understanding
of the soul, the nature of soul evolution, and how the human species is advancing
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towards the next evolutionary step. "There will be many of you in this time who will
be able to complete fantastic tasks. If I would declare to you what I see, you would
be astonished that you could possibly carry out such tasks. You must think that
you have the ability to do this. You have the personal power. I ask you to look at
the Sacred Triangle and see what role you can play in this. Others will be very
interested when yo
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